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Day 1: December 5, 2009
Conference Opening
Time Topic
09:15 Welcome address, overview and
leitmotif of the conference
09:30 Keynote: Helium-3 mining on the
moon & corresponding fusion
technology
10:30 Coffee break

Speaker
Markus Klettner, ESW, Luxembourg
Prof. Dr. Gerald Kulcinski, Fusion
Technology Institute University of WisconsinMadison, USA

Morning session: Space Elevator – new research activities
Time Topic
Speaker
11:00 The SpaceShaft Endeavour
Prof. Dr. Dean Vucinic, Vrije Universiteit
Brussels, Belgium, Nelson Semino, USA, and
Dr. Patrick Vankeirsbilck, Belgium,
11:30 Inflatable tower versus tether for
Benoit Michel, University of Louvain, Belgium
space elevators
12:00 Geostationary spacecraft design
Andreas Hein, WARR, Technical University
with the space elevator option
Munich, Germany
12:30 Space Elevator Consortium:
Ted Semon, President International Space
stimulation and alignment of SE
Elevator Consortium, USA
research activities
13:00 Lunch
Afternoon session: Space Elevator climbers – US, Japanese & European engineering
results – Tether experiments & tests – Space art
Time Topic
Speaker
14:00 NASA Power Beaming Challenge Dr. Jordin Kare, LaserMotive, USA,
2009
Dr. Martin Lades, ISEC/ESW, Germany
st
15:00 Results from 1 Japanese Space
Shuichi Ohno, President Japan Space Elevator
Elevator Technical & Engineering Association, Tokyo, Japan
Competition JSETEC
15:30 Germany’s winning climber at
Andreas Hein, WARR, Technical University
JSETEC
Munich, Germany
16:00 Coffee break
16:30 Longitudinal wave climbers:
Aage-Raymond Riise, ESA-ESOC, Germany
experiments on a steel tether
17:00 Liège Space Center: space
Dr. Pierre Rochus, University of Liège & CSL
qualification tests of tethers
17:15 Artistic Space Elevator climber
Lucia Prandi, Artist, Italy
design project & Children’s
Montse Ugalde-Huebe, ESW, Luxembourg
Drawing Contest
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9.15 – 9.30 Mr. Markus Klettner (ESW): Introduction &
leitmotif of the conference – ‘40 years after the first
human steps on the moon.....’
Markus
Klettner
is
Executive
Director
of
EuroSpaceward. He received a MSc. degree in Space
Management from the International Space University. In
addition he owns a university degree in engineering and
post-graduated in International Business Management.
His MBA thesis in 1990 analysed the emerging
commercial space market in Europe. During several years
he edited the quarterly astronomical journal S.P.A.C.E at
the House of Nature in Salzburg.
Abstract: 40 years after the first human steps on the
moon
a possible future lunar settlement
and
industrialization still depend very much on cheap and safe
access to space.
Although the public space sector with its national space
agencies, at the head NASA, trusts more the conventional
“Apollo” way to return to the moon by 2020 or later it has
started to team up with private initiatives in order to
encompass innovative ideas in its endeavour.
Being the modern role model for NASA’s Centennial
Challenge Program the X Prize Foundation has gone a
step further to encourage private pioneers and underdogs
likewise to engage in a new fascinating internet assisted
race to the moon: the Google Lunar X Prize! By the end
of 2012 we should know whether the goal is beyond
reach for purely private enterprises.
The space elevator or its relative, the space shaft, as
conceptually potential means for inexpensive, ecologic
and safe travel from Earth to space may foster not only a
permanent outpost on the moon but a large scale
expansion of mankind into space as well – though not
likely before 2050. However, possibly the condition sine
qua non in order to guarantee a long term survival of our
species.

Notes /questions :
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9.30 – 10.30 Prof. Dr. Gerald Kulcinski: What is More
Valuable Per Gram Than Gold, Platinum, Diamonds, or
Highly Enriched Uranium? - And why do we have to go to
the Moon to get it?

Prof. Dr. Gerald L. Kulcinski from the University
of Wisconsin-Madison is Associate Dean for
Research and the Grainger Professor of Nuclear
Engineering as well as Director of the Fusion
Technology Institute.
His key-note talk will reflect EuroSpaceward’s vision
and its leitmotif: Preserving and improving life on
Earth by going into Space
Abstract: The modern world faces a crisis of the
first order in procuring safe, clean, and economical
sources of energy for the 21st century and beyond.
Currently, 85% of the world energy demand is met
with fossil fuels. With reserves of liquid and
gaseous fossil fuels projected to peak early in this
century, the pressure to reduce greenhouse gas
emissions and the political ramifications of an
uneven distribution of fossil fuels worldwide, society
is confronted with only a few choices for its
enormous base load power needs. Coal and nuclear
fission can meet these demands for most of this
century but each has limitations ranging from
greenhouse gas emissions to nuclear proliferation
and long-lived radioactive waste. Nuclear fusion
holds out some hope to reduce the radioactive
waste issue if it is based on the DT reaction.
Fortunately, there are other nuclear fusion
reactions that can greatly reduce or even eliminate
the radioactivity and proliferation issues.
This
presentation will concentrate on one of those fuel
cycles and outline what a society based on the 3He
fuel cycle would mean for future generations. It
will also show why the return to the Moon may be
one of the most profitable investments society has
ever made.

Notes /questions:
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11.00 – 11.30 Mr. Nelson Semino, Dr. Patrick Vankeirsbilck,
Prof. Dr. Dean Vucinic: The SpaceShaft Project
Nelson Semino was born in Montevideo (Uruguay). As an
engineer, he has been active for years in the off-shore
industry. Currently he is commuting between Brussels and
Sacramento where he created the SME Buoyant Force with
the objective to realize the simple but ingenious idea of a
buoyant tower to gain access to space. Nelson Semino is to
be considered the intellectual father of the SpaceShaft
project.
Dr. ir. Patrick Vankeirsbilck was born in 1964 in Menen
(Belgium). After spending his youth in Bruges and studying
electromechanical engineering in Ghent (Belgium), he
moved to Brussels to specialize in aeronautical fluid
dynamics at the von Karman Institute for Fluid Dynamics
where he carried out research that led to a doctoral
promotion at the Katholieke Universiteit Leuven in 1993. He
co-founded in 1997 the Belgian ElSyCa N.V. company to
commercialize obtained research results at the Vrije
Universiteit Brussel. Patrick decided in 2002 to focus on a
pure ICT career in the health care sector. Circumstances
made Patrick meet Nelson Semino in the fall of 2007. Soon
afterwards, he joined the SpaceShaft project to support
Nelson in the theoretical developments and the peer
reviewing of ideas and solutions.
Prof. Dr. Dean Vucinic was born in Rijeka, Croatia, on
October 28, 1957. He received his B.Sc. degree in
Shipbuilding in 1982 from Technical faculty, University of
Rijeka. From the same university in 1987 he received the
M.Sc. degree in Technical Sciences. Before coming to
Brussels, he worked in the shipyard 3MAY Rijeka, as the
Naval Architect and CAD/CAM expert. In 1988 he has joined
the Department of Fluid Mechanics, Vrije Universiteit
Brussel (VUB), where he developed in the early 90’s the
“CFView - Computational Field Visualization System”, which
was the first-time ever interactive visualization software
adapted for numerical simulation solvers base on object
oriented technology, fully implemented in C++.
In 2007, he successfully completed his Ph.D. thesis, at the
VUB Department of Mechanical Engineering, where he is
responsible for the research and development (R&D) of
scientific visualization technologies.
Today, he is a Professor at VUB and involved in European
R&D projects supported by the European Framework
Programs, the EUREKA program and the Tempus
educational program.
Abstract: The SpaceShaft Endeavor proposes, from its
“combined method of construction and transportation”, an
alternative space elevator which can be built upon current
Abstracts version 22Nov09 _V1
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aerospace technologies.
A SpaceShaft is a very tall “buoyant building” that extends
up to orbital altitudes.
Due to the interaction between the buoyancy found
throughout the structure which reaches up to high
stratosphere elevations, a mechanism is compounded that
powers a “simultaneous and inherent”, “high tonnage” and
unidirectional transportation method during its own
deployment. As a byproduct, SpaceShaft upper sections can
then be jettison for recommissioning for other uses such as
in-orbit spacecraft construction, pre-fabricated space
facilities, disposal containers, etc.
A SpaceShaft shall be capable of reaching beyond high
atmospheric elevations and well into orbital regions of “near
space” and could be deployed within a much shorter timespan.
Some of the other applications resulting from the
deployment of a SpaceShaft include: a method for the
deployment of space elevator tethers, a hybrid and
combined system with an internal tether, localized
greenhouse gas sequestration, etc.
The presentation will discuss a number of technological
challenges including the stabilization methods, buckling
forces, vibration, etc.

Notes /questions:
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11.30 – 12.00 Mr. Benoit Michel (ESW & Université Catholique
de Louvain): Inflatable towers and the space elevator:
friend or foe?
Benoit Michel co-created one of the first
3D cartoon studios in Europe, “Neurones,”
in 1989. After 10 years of R&D in
computer graphics he switched to research
and project management in telecommunications, human-machine interaction,
and digital cinema and space applications.
Currently
he
serves
at
Université
Catholique de Louvain in Belgium as the
general manager of the SIMILAR network,
a network of excellence in multimodal
interface research and of EDCINE.
In addition Benoit teaches ‘Extreme
Engineering’
at
the HEMES-Gramme
Engineering College in Liège. He also is
head of the server group for the European
Digital Cinema Forum and member of the
board of the Multitel research centre as
well as of the editorial board of ERCIM, the
European host organization of the World
Wide Web Consortium.
Abstract: Space tethers and the space
elevator concept are not alone to propose
alternative ways to reach the sky. In the
last years, we heard about at least two
proposals to go above the atmosphere and
beyond with extremely high towers. Both
proposals implies some form of buoyancy
(the principle used by balloons to hover)
to reduce the weight of the structure.
We will at first take a look at the state of
the art of space tethers and review the
two
alternative
proposals,
named
“inflatable tower“ and “SpaceShaft”. We
will then compare their strengths and
weaknesses with those of the ‘legacy’
space elevator and of some variants. It
becomes then obvious that the results
show
interesting
complementarities
between the various proposals.
We will then draw some conclusions about
the possible combination of all those
approaches in order to improve the overall
space elevator concept.
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12.00-12.30 Mr. Andreas Hein (Technical University Munich):
Geostationary spacecraft design with the space elevator
option
Andreas Hein is a graduate aerospace engineering
student of the Technical University of Munich (TUM) and
founder and former project manager of the WARR
(Scientific Workgroup for Rocketry and Astronautics)
Space Elevator Team at TUM, which is working on various
aspects of the space elevator system.
Abstract: The space segment is the first element of the
space economy value chain. An improvement in this area
may lead to an increased value flow and reduction in
cost. Advocates of the space elevator predict a drastic
reduction of space transportation cost and the possibility
to transport large payload masses and volumes into
space. Currently, geostationary satellites are by large the
economically most relevant spacecrafts. The possible
benefits of a space elevator for the geostationary space
segment are assessed. From relevant attributes, which
distinguish a space elevator from conventional launch
systems from a customer perspective, possible
implications for geostationary spacecraft design and
consequences for the related space economy are derived.
Preconditions for profiting from the full range of benefits
are identified. It is shown that a realization of this novel
transportation system would rather gradually change the
situation of the space economy, until it has proven its
reliability and advantages to potential investors.

Notes /questions:
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12.30-13.00 Mr. Ted Semon (ISEC): Space Elevator
Consortium: stimulation and alignment of SE research
activities
Ted Semon is a retired software engineer and the author
of the Space Elevator Blog (www.spaceelevatorblog.com).
He is also the President of the International Space
Elevator Consortium (ISEC - www.isec.info), an
organization that was founded in 2008 with the aim to
"promote the development, construction and operation of
a space elevator as a revolutionary and efficient way to
space for all humanity".
Abstract: In the many years since the concept of a
Space Elevator has been popularized and advanced in
Science Fiction, the number of people actively supporting
this concept has not appreciably increased. In addition,
the theoretical and practical boundaries on the strength of
carbon nanotubes are beginning to point towards a
material weaker than hoped for (but still strong enough to
build a Space Elevator, albeit with reduced capacity).
Given these facts, how do those of us in the Space
Elevator community move this idea forward? We first
need to recognize and acknowledge that the Space
Elevator is a “solution in search of a problem”. We then
must find the need that a Space Elevator (and only a
Space Elevator) can fulfill. The author proposes that the
goals of Space Solar Power and the colonization of the
Moon and Mars can only be accomplished with a Space
Elevator and he further proposes that the Space Elevator
community speak with one voice on this topic and work to
ally itself with the proponents of Space Solar Power and
Moon/Mars colonization.

Notes /questions:
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14:00 – 14:40 Dr. Jordin Kare (LaserMotive): LaserMotive’s
prize winning climber entry at the NASA/Spaceward
power beaming competition 2009
Dr. Jordin Kare is co-founder and
chief scientist of LaserMotive. He is a
physicist and aerospace engineer
known for his research on laser
propulsion. In particular, he was
responsible
for
Mockingbird,
a
conceptual design for an extremely
small reusable launch vehicle, and
was involved in the Clementine lunar
mapping mission. Dr. Kare is also
known as developer of the Sailbeam
interstellar propulsion concept.
Abstract: On Nov. 4, 2009, a vehicle
powered entirely by laser-delivered
energy climbed a vertical steel cable
to an altitude of 1000 meters, at a
speed of nearly 4 meters per second.
This climb set several records for
power beaming, and was the first in
five years of competitions to meet the
threshold for a prize award in the
NASA
Centennial
Challenge
for
Beamed Power.
We review the
technologies and the development
process involved in making this
historic climb, and describe some of
the adventures and lessons learned
along the way.

Notes /questions:
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14:40 – 15:00 Dr. Martin Lades (ISEC): Wireless power
transfer to a moving vehicle. - Explorations with the
Kansas City competition team for the NASA/Spaceward
power beaming challenge 2009
Dr. Martin Lades is a senior research scientist. He
has been working on image processing, information
security and strategic planning. Since 2005 he is
involved with the NASA Beam Power and Tether
Challenge where he designed the climber tracking
and laser optics for the team Kansas City Space
Pirates from 2007 on. He is a founding member of
the International Space Elevator Consortium (ISEC)
Abstract: The Kansas City team recently took the
silver medal in the 2009 NASA power beaming
competition. The task this time was to move a
climber up a vertical tether of 1km length at either
2m/s or 5m/s average speed for two different prize
levels. KCSP, as one of only two teams, successfully
climbed several times to over 500m on automated
power-tracking with an 8kW Laser. For the Kansas
City team the term "pirates" stands in the timehonored tradition of privateers. They take risks
executing tasks on special funding, that their
government is not willing to take, may it be catching
merchant ships for booty or researching innovative
concepts for space exploration. The talk tells about
the road travelled developing for the power beaming
competition, solutions
discovered and issues
encountered, from a personal perspective.

Notes /questions:
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15:00 – 15:30 Dir. Shuichi Ohno, (JSEA): Results from the
1st Japanese Space Elevator Technical & Engineering
Competition (JSETEC)
Dir. Shuichi Ohno is founder and chairman of the
Japan Space Elevator Association (JSEA)
Abstract: JSEA conducted its first ever space elevator
climber competition on August 8-9, 2009 in Japan. The
purpose of this competition: To promote climber
mechanism development and raise awareness in the
Japanese society for the Space Elevator concept. We
used a 50mm width automobile polyester seatbelt
material for the vertical track. We also used a 4.5m
diameter helium balloon to set up the 150m vertical
track.
8 climbers from 6 universities and 1 individual
participated in this competition. 23 climb challenges took
place and 6 climbers reached the top of the vertical
track. The fastest climb of two-day competition was
2.9m/s (52 second for 150m) achieved by the team
from the Technical University of Munich. We decided the
regulation of competition with participating teams.
Climber weight limit was 10kg and size limit was 1m
long/wide/tall. We also regulated the battery voltage up
to DC12V.
I also report on the smaller scale climber competition for
high school and younger students, named LASER:
LEGO(R) bricks Activity and Space Elevator Race is a 6AA batteries powered climber competition. LASER2009
was held on November 3rd. The vertical race track was
made up by a 25mm width and 5m long belt. 20 teams
from 8 high schools and 1 individual participated, and
the fastest climb of this challenge was 0.56m/s (i.e. 8.95
second for 5m).

Notes /questions:
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15.30-16.00 Mr. Andreas Hein, Mr. Alexander Kuisl (both
WARR, Technical University Munich): Germany’s winning
climber at JSETEC
Andreas Hein has got an
aerospace engineering degree
from the Technical University of
Munich (TUM). He is founder and
former project manager of the
Space Elevator Team of the
Scientific Workgroup for Rocketry
and Astronautics (WARR) at TUM,
which is working on various
aspects of the space elevator
system.
Alexander Kuisl
is studying
aerospace engineering at the
Technical University of Munich.
He has been leader of the
structural team at WARR that
developed
the
microwave
powered SE climber mock-up.
Abstract:
The
Scientific
Workgroup for Rocketry and
Astronautics at the Technische
Universitaet Muenchen designed a
space elevator climber for the 1st
Japan Space Elevator Technical &
Engineering Competition. The
main criteria for winning the
competition was the highest
average speed for climbing a
120m long tether. Main boundary
conditions were the restriction of
the climber weight to 10kg and
the battery voltage to 12V. The
team won the competition by
climbing the tether within 52
seconds. This paper gives a brief
summary of the used climber
design. First, an overview of the
technological heritage of the team
is given, which was founded in
2005. Next, the development
process
of
the
competition
climber
is
described.
The
successive modification of the
design, in order to meet the
competition requirements and the
accompanying testing program
the
are
outlined.
Finally,
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competition results are discussed
and
areas
for
further
improvement identified.

Notes /questions:
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16.30-17.00 Mr. Åge-Raymond Riise (ESA-ESOC): Climber
design for manned travel to space
Åge-Raymond Riise born in Norway, works at
ESAs European Space Operations Centre, ESOC
in Germany, there he is a ground station
engineer in the ground facilities division. He
holds a Masters degree in Space Technology
with an emphasis on space communications
and electronics. Earlier he has managed the
YES2 student satellite project for ESA. YES2 is
currently holding the Guinness World record for
longest man-made object in space with its 31.7
km long tether deployed for a short time in
September 2007.
Abstract:
By exploiting the exotic properties of high
propagation speed, and low propagation loss of
sound waves in the prospected CNT based
space elevator tether structure, one can
envisage to utilize longitudinal waves as a
means to source or to sink energy for any
"consumer" along the space elevator cable. The
method would be based on the assumption that
the availability of energy for propulsion
depends on external infrastructure, as the
power density of natural sources would not
otherwise be scalable or sufficient to give a
good utilization of the SE.
When the climber needs an increase to its
potential energy the method proposed would
modulate a longitudinal displacement of the
tether at a point where sufficient energy is
available, and considering the propagation
laws, differences in tension and group delays
achieving the desired waveform for the climber
to rectify.
When the climber needs a decrease to its
potential energy by the method proposed it
would modulate its clamping mechanism and
thereby achieve a longitudinal displacement of
the tether that can be rectified and regenerated, at a point capable of sinking, storing
or dissipating this energy.
Demonstrated already was a way to rectify the
wave
based
on
limited
stiction/friction
attachment to the tether. To be discussed still
Abstracts version 22Nov09 _V1
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is a best possible or loss less conversion, and
non-destructive for the tether mechanism.

Notes /questions:
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17.00 – 17.15 Dr. Pierre Rochus (Space Center Liège): Space
qualification tests of tethers.
Dr. Pierre Rochus is Deputy General
Manager (R&D) at Centre Spatial de Liège. He
is an expert in optical metrology, new space
technologies and space environment testing.
Dr. Rochus teaches also design of space
instruments and celestial mechanics at the
University of Liège.
Abstract: The Space Center Liège (CSL) is a
research centre of the University of Liège that
has
expertise
in
Space
Science
instrumentation and in optical metrology for
space optics and structures (in particular
expandable space structures). CSL is also an
ESA coordinated test facility, specialized in
optical tests of instrumentation in a space
environment.
After a short presentation of CSL, this lecture
will cover three topics: the space qualification
tests (under vacuum and at cryogenic
temperatures) to be performed on the CNT
composite material samples, the potentialities
of these materials for space instrumentation
applications and a preliminary description of a
tether test stand (mechanical / dynamical /
material endurance tests for tethers).

Notes /questions:
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17.15 – 17.30 Mrs. Montse Ugalde Huebe (EuroSpaceward):
Imagine
living
and
working
on
the
moon
–
nd
EuroSpaceward’s 2 children’s drawing contest
Montse Ugalde Huebe is Mexican by origin, studied
at the University of Texas PanAmerican where she
received a Bachelor's degree in Industrial Engineering
with specialization in Manufacturing. Montse has been
already part of EuroSpaceward’s team that managed
successfully the international conferences on Space
Elevator Climber and Tether Design in 2007 and 2008.
In addition she has been organizing EuroSpaceward’s
Children Drawing Contest since 2008.
Abstract:
The contest is intended for children attending school in
Luxembourg from levels 1st to 9th grade to create
awareness of the technological and scientific areas of
space study, research and development forty years
after the first human steps on the moon.
Full imagination and artistic sensitivity will be
portrayed in each of the children’s drawings containing
a message towards living and working on the moon,
beyond borders and difference in their background,
cultures and languages.
The drawing contest is held for the second time in
Luxembourg city encouraged and organized by the
European Spaceward Association and sponsored by
MUDAM (Musee d’Art Modern) Luxembourg and
Skoda, Luxembourg.

Notes /questions:
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17.30 – 18.00 Mrs. Lucia Prandi (Visual/Conceptual Artist,
Modena, Italy): Artist’s Space Elevator Climber Design
Project
Lucia Prandi is a visual /conceptual artist.
Her programme ICK / Isolating Connecting
Knowledge investigates the idea of limit and
the extreme frontiers of knowledge in a
system of projects.
It includes the intersection Art, Science,
Technology, other disciplines and the idea
of utopia.
In this context the Space Elevator and CNTs
are part of some works, presented in
different art venues since 2002, featuring
Brad Edwards’ collaboration or participation
in interviews, among which the interview on
the opening days of the 50th Venice
Biennale.
Lucia Prandi has participated in the
international art exhibition the 50th Venice
Biennale/Visual Arts - 2003, directed by
Francesco Bonami, Utopia Station, curated
by Hans Ulrich Obrist, Molly Nesbit, and
Rirkrit Tiravanija and in the London
Architecture Biennale - 2006. She is a
participating artist in EuroSpaceward’s
conferences since 2007.

Abstract:
ARTIST’S SE CLIMBER DESIGN PROJECT

Space Diamond Yo-Yos /
Space Urchins / Space Spiders / Space Geeks / Space Butterflies /
Cones / Cylinders / Cubes / Hexagonal Prisms / Echidnahedra / Polyhedra /
Wearie-Phelan Bubbles / Bubbles / Spheres / Balloons / Domes / Geodesic
Domes / Stellations / Origami /
Climbers – other Modules / Spacecrafts / Devices / Robots / Structures /
Systems
Specific arts, design and architecture knots and keys.
Space Elevator Cable/Ribbon! A perfect vertical line-ribbon ascending into
space. A hanging bridge across the sky. An Ariadne’s composite thread in a
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Cosmic Labyrinth.
Space Elevator Climber! Striking splendid design. A future super car in Space…
Think about driving a Ferrari along the roadway to the stars! Or about futuristic
spiders descending and moving along giant violin strings, playing in the
seemingly void interplanetary medium.
Yo-yos, strings and rolling tricks, white Space Urchins in the dark Space Ocean.
Magnetic…
Circular observation lounge. Midway Station. Orbital circuit and Ring City
encircling the globe. Possible trajectories to other planets. Systems of systems.
A fantastic observation window and a vision waiting for the Friedrich’s
traveller.
The imaginary and the real, the possible and the impossible.
Travels and maps. Stairways and Stellar islands. Cosmic horizon.
Pencils and diamonds. Light and carbon will draw a line. A pathway to interstellar dust,
dark matter and dark energy.

ARTIST’S ICK SYSTEM AND SE SYSTEM
Starting from her project research programme system ICK/Isolating Connecting
Knowledge, including the intersection Art, Science, Technology, Lucia Prandi has been
investigating knowledge coral branches patterns.
Theory and praxis. Art and a list of disciplines. Nature and Culture. A web of connections
and interactions. Infinite possibilities and kaleidoscopic ideas.

Notes /questions:
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